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drama is not a wine which goes to the head, it goes
to the heart, and all the head need do is to say, "well
done, heart1"
Greek drama is not for college shelves and college
lectures The vestals who tend its fires must not be
college dons that is bad casting The learned have
done the world great service in keeping its fires from
dying out, but only the stage can fan Greek drama into
flame again, and make it shine like a beacon lit long
ago to guide all future generations of wayfaring men and
women
The other heaven which Greek drama unfolds is the
heaven of poetry of harmonious motion not restless
like a scurrying world busy in going nowhere not the
fussy movements of Martha but the soft heart-beat of
Mary
In writing like this, must I feel these pages hurriedly
turned? Must I hear the very man or woman I want
to read them exclaim "skipping is the right motion
for me J> If so, all I have been longing to do in this book
turns to failure, and I must be content with that most
barren of labours preaching to the converted I don't
want to preach at all I want simply to open my heart
and to touch the hearts of others
Here is a Greek play It has lived some 2,000 years,
rather less than the length of life of the oldest trees m
the world, the big trees of California Mankind takes,
and rightly takes, such pains to keep them alive This
Greek play has kept itself alive for more than 20
centuries It is as immortal as mortal things can be
Civilisations have come and gone and the play still
lives Its leaves are as fresh to-day as when the old
Greeks dared to plant it on the Athenian stage Every
man who has ever seen the play acted—everyone
throughout these centuries, whose heart was not of stone
—has been moved by it by sharing the adventures,
the sorrows and the hope of which it tells
When I first got to London, a mere girl, I felt half-
starved   There was nothing there like what I had been

